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Abstract 
 

Freshwater systems are particularly vulnerable to climate change, so research on freshwater 

organisms in light of temperature change is important. In this study, zebrafish that have been 

artificially selected through four generations for their upper thermal tolerance, were tested in 

behavioural assays at two different temperatures, 26˚C and 30˚C. I hypothesised that if 

significant differences were found between these lines, that it would be because of one of two 

reasons: Either a) the behavioural traits were consistently suitable along a shy – bold 

continuum, and could therefore be explained by the pace-of-life syndrome (POLS). Or b) that 

the behaviours did not suit this continuum, but rather showed that selection on high upper 

thermal tolerance is in fact selection on high quality individuals. Behaviours did covary 

within each line, and the individuals from the line selected for low upper tolerance showed 

more plasticity in their behaviour. I found that there were significant effects for the fixed 

effect interaction term temperature*line in many of the investigated behaviours, including 

activity, distance to surface, distance to a novel object and latency to enter the surface. This 

study showed more evidence towards the second hypothesis, as the behaviours did covary – 

but not along a shy - bold continuum as would have been expected if there was presence of a 

behavioural syndrome fitting with POLS. In addition, fish selected for low tolerance of 

CTmax were less consistent in their behaviour in the two assay temperatures. The results in 

this study suggest that selection on high thermal tolerance is in fact selection on high quality 

individuals. 
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Sammendrag 
 

Ferskvannssystemer er spesielt sårbare for klimaforandringer, så forskning på 

ferskvannsorganismer i lys av temperaturforandringer er viktig. I denne studien, ble sebrafisk 

selektert gjennom fire generasjoner for øvre termisk toleranse, testet i atferdsforsøk i to ulike 

temperaturer, 26˚C og 30˚C. Jeg hypotisterte at hvis signifikante ulikheter ble funnet mellom 

de ulike linjene, ville det være på bakgrunn av en av to grunner: Enten a) atferdstrekkene var 

konsekvent plassert på spekter mellom de mest sjenerte og forsikte individene og de uredde, 

aggressive individene, som videre kan forklares med et «pace-of-life»-syndrom (POLS). Eller 

b) at atferdene ikke passer sammen inn i dette spektrumet, men heller viste at seleksjon på 

høy øvre termisk toleranse, faktisk er seleksjon på høy-kvalitets individer. Kovarians mellom 

atferder ble påvist innad i linjene, og individer fra Lav toleranse linjen viste mer plastisitet i 

sine atferder. Jeg fant at det var signifikante effekter for interaksjonen temperatur*linje i flere 

av atferdene, deriblant aktivitet, distanse til overflaten, distanse til et ukjent objekt og latens 

til å entre overflaten. Denne studien viser mer støtte til hypotese b, ettersom atferdene 

kovarierte, men ikke på en måte som er kompatibelt med et POLS. I tillegg var fisk selektert 

for lav øvre termisk toleranse mindre konsise i sine atferder i de to temperaturene. Disse 

resultatene peker mot seleksjon på høy øvre termisk toleranse egentlig er seleksjon på høy-

kvalitets individer.  
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Introduction 
 

Vulnerability to climate change is greater for freshwater systems than for many other 

ecological systems for three reasons in particular: (i) most freshwater species are site bound 

and physically unable to migrate; (ii) the temperature of the water and availability of the water 

itself is highly dependent on climate; and (iii) many freshwater systems are already suffering 

stress from exploitation and other human activities (Woodward et al., 2010). In addition, 

extreme heatwaves and temperature fluctuations are expected to increase in frequency as well 

as intensity following predicted climate change (Seneviratne et al., 2014). As a result, 

Woodward et al. (2010) claim that climate change is the biggest rising threat to global 

biodiversity and local ecosystems including freshwater ones.  

Temperature is considered the “abiotic master factor” for trait determination in animals 

(López-Olmeda & Sánchez-Vázquez, 2011). The effect of temperature on freshwater fish, 

such as zebrafish (Danio rerio) the study species here, can be studied by determining the 

critical thermal maximum (CTmax). CTmax is the upper temperature at which an individual 

can function before its locomotor ability is lost, seen as disorganised swimming and loss of 

equilibrium (Morgan et al., 2018). This measure can tell us something about the impact of 

different temperature changes, such as extreme temperature differences and fluctuations in the 

face of climate change (Zhang & Kieffer, 2014). Temperature also affects many other aspects 

of physiology and morphology, such as growth, reproduction and locomotion (Schulte et al., 

2011), and the distribution of species and migration as a result of thermal preference (Rey et 

al., 2015). Temperature also affects behavioural traits such as activity, speed, foraging and 

shoaling (Bennett, 1980; Biro et al., 2009; Brodie & Russell, 1999; López-Olmeda & 

Sánchez-Vázquez, 2011). For ectotherms, elevated temperatures mean higher metabolism on 

a population level (Brown et al., 2004). Metabolic rate can determine a large variety of 

attributes, from food requirements to developmental and mortality rates – both at the 

individual and population level (Brown et al., 2004). For example, arctic fish generally have 

lower metabolism and need to eat and move less than fish from warmer regions (López-

Olmeda & Sánchez-Vázquez, 2011).  

Trait correlations in animals are common and selection on one trait will often affect the 

evolution of other traits, both within and across behavioural, physiological and morphological 

traits (Kern et al., 2016). The proximate mechanisms behind this can be explained by genetic 
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pleiotropy or linkage disequilibrium, and/or integrated plasticity during development 

(developmental plasticity) or by other less long-lasting environmental effects such as 

habituation or acclimation (Sih et al., 2004). However, both ultimate and proximate reasons 

for trait correlations can be explained by correlational selection.  

Animals with lower metabolic rates are not as dependent on high food intakes and therefore 

do not need to compete or search for it as extensively. Size, speed and curiosity may thus be 

traits that are linked with physiological traits determining nutritional need. Careau et al. 

(2008) point out that the behavioural responses across individuals are a result of their genes 

and functions of the neuroendocrine system. This shows that physiological mechanisms may 

be a direct source to some of the consistent behavioural differences we see both within and 

between populations and species.  

In previous artificial selection studies on behavioural traits (Wisenden et al., 2011; Wong et 

al., 2012), the artificial selection tends to be on the behaviour itself, whereas in this study we 

are investigating if selection on a physiological trait has meant selection on behavioural traits 

as well. Roy & Bhat (2018) studied the effects of physiological traits (i.e. sex and body size) 

correlating with behavioural traits, and found that both predation pressure and the 

physiological parameters played a role in the covariances between pairs of traits. 

The study of behavioural syndromes can play an important role in the connection between 

areas like genetics, neuroendocrine mechanisms, evolution and ecology (Sih et al., 2004). 

This is the main phenomena that I will focus on in this thesis in its links to thermal plasticity 

and the evolution of CTmax. Many analogous terms exist in the literature to describe the same 

or similar attributes, such as personality, behavioural syndrome and temperament (Kern et al., 

2016), and coping styles (Coppens et al., 2010). To avoid confusion, I will mainly use the 

terminology of Carter et. al (2013) and Dingemanse (2010a). To clarify, the terms related to 

behaviour used in this thesis are defined below in Table 1. 

Fish that are considered shy should to be more plastically adjusted to the environment that 

they are in. This may be explained by a need for security, as shy individuals tend to be more 

philopatric, and bold individuals disperse more (Dingemanse et al., 2003). A fish that is 

adjusting to the environment and is able to keep expressing different levels of the same 

behaviour can thus show consistently high or low levels of behaviour whilst also being plastic 

(Dingemanse, et al., 2010a). I will investigate behavioural plasticity in response to 

temperature in various behavioural traits. 
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TABLE 1, DEFINITIONS OF TERMS RELATED TO THIS BEHAVIOURAL STUDY 

Term Definition 

Personality A consistently expressed behavioural trait, for a single behaviour, 

that is statistically repeatable over time among individuals in a 

population. 

Behavioural syndrome A collection of behavioural traits showing personality (see above) 

within a population that repeatably covary, either positively or 

negatively.  

Bold “Bold” is a relative term, describing the characteristic or trait of 

the behaviour in question. A fish is considered bold when it shows 

faster approach to a novel object, with little or no freezing 

behaviour and little or no bottom dwelling. Bold is considered one 

side of the trade-off between momentarily security (shy) and some 

risky but desirable gain, like food, leisure or a mate under danger 

of predation. When an individual rather chooses the desirable gain 

over the momentary security, the exhibited behaviour is 

characterized as bold.  

Shy “Shy” is relative to bold. A shy fish will not approach a novel 

object too soon (not be curious), show more freezing behaviour 

and more bottom dwelling. Shy behaviour will mean that the fish 

in question more often chooses security over gain,  

Plasticity Behavioural plasticity means here the ability to reversibly adjust 

the level of a behavioural trait to the environment, e.g. be less 

active in the presence of a predator.  

Physiological and biochemical plasticity means here the ability 

to cope physiologically with surroundings, in order to maintain the 

adaptive level of a behavioural trait.  

 

 

The main aim of this project was to see if artificial selection on upper thermal tolerance 

(CTmax) has led to associated selection on certain behavioural traits. The subject fish used, 

were the fourth-generation zebrafish selected for high upper tolerance (called High or H), low 
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upper tolerance (called Low or L) and a control group from the entire spectrum of tolerance 

(called Random or R). The individual zebrafish in this study were tested in one assay 

involving a novel tank (NT) followed by a novel object test (NO) in the same tank, called the 

NT treatment and the NO treatment, respectively. The novel object itself, will be referred to 

as NO. This assay was carried out in two different water temperatures for each individual in 

order to assess individual plasticity.  

Two alternative hypotheses will be investigated in this project. The initial hypothesis is that 

the well-established aggression-boldness syndrome (see Garamszegi et al., 2012) of 

behaviours covaries with the selected lines with the prediction that high CTmax results in 

faster, bolder individuals, whilst low CTmax results in shy, slower individuals. As such, we 

might also predict that fast high CTmax individuals will be more behaviourally plastic in their 

responses to temperature variation than slow low CTmax individuals (see Wright et al., 2019 

and Dingemanse et al., (2010a)). These behavioural syndromes may thus also be connected in 

a larger pace-of-life syndrome (POLS) (see Wright et al., 2019), which is the idea that life-

history strategies within a population lie along a continuum with fast living, highly fecund, 

fast growing, highly dispersive, aggressive and bold types of individuals at one end versus 

slow living, low fecund, slow growing, more philopatric, non-aggressive and shy type at the 

other. The second and only recently formulated alternative hypothesis is that any behavioural 

syndrome might instead reflect differences in individual ‘quality’, because the artificial 

selection for high CTmax actually involved selection for high-quality individuals in many 

aspects. Evidence for this comes from upper constraints to the selection on high CTmax and a 

wider distribution of phenotypes (i.e. a wider variation of ways to be poor quality) being 

produced by selection for low CTmax (see Fig. B1 in Appendix B). The predictions from this 

second hypothesis are that high CTmax lines should show more consistent (i.e. phenotypically 

stable) levels of behaviour between individuals (less behavioural plasticity), and possibly 

higher (i.e. more adaptive) levels of each behaviour compared to low CTmax lines. If 

behavioural plasticity is non-adaptive, then this hypothesis would also predict smaller 

differences in behaviour between the two water temperatures in the high CTmax lines 

compared to the low CTmax lines, since these higher quality individuals are more able to 

make the physiological adjustments needed to produce consistent and adaptive levels of each 

behaviour irrespective of water temperature. The null hypothesis here can therefore be defined 

as no sign of a behavioural syndrome and/or no differences between selected lines in the 

mean behaviours or the plastic responses to the two temperatures. This project should 
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therefore provide useful first evidence that these selected lines differ in their levels and 

consistency of covarying behaviours, and in behavioural plasticity in response to water 

temperature variation. 
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Methods 

Study system and framework 

Zebrafish are shoaling, freshwater fish, found in tropical and subtropical areas of Asia (Rey et 

al., 2015; Rowena et al., 2008). The zebrafish is also a common and very useful model 

organism because of its fast, external embryonic development (Nusslein-Volhard & Dahm, 

2002). The early embryo is transparent and early development of organs can be seen. 

Zebrafish are therefore a popular organism for studying genetics (Reed & Jennings, 2011) and 

they are well suited for addressing questions related to temperature as they are eurythermal, 

can be acclimated for 10–36°C and they bounce back readily following acute upper thermal 

tolerance, critical thermal maximum (CTmax), which has been shown to be individually 

repeatable in zebrafish. (Morgan et al., 2018). They have a short generation time, even though 

being an annual species in the wild (Spence et al., 2007) and do well in captivity, making it an 

excellent study organism in general.  

For this study, the subject fish has been selected for 4 generations on their CTmax. Highest (H 

or High line), lowest (L or Low) and randomly (R or Random) performing fish descending 

from a West Bengal wild population has been bred in the Jutfelt ecophysiology lab. The 

different lines have also been split in two replicates, to control for genetic confounds (Morgan 

et al., 2018) (see Methods for details). 

Wild caught zebrafish were brought to NTNU from West Bengal, India, in 2016 by Ass. Prof. 

Fredrik Jut felt’s ecophysiology lab. As the initial stage of the selection experiment, this first 

to be selected population (n=1200) was tested for their CTmax where the 33% (n=300) 

highest tolerant group and 33% lowest tolerant group were selected. In addition, 33% of the 

fish, randomly chosen from the performance results, was kept as a control line, as 

domestication might affect the fish. These three lines were each divided in two replicates 

named H1, H2, L1, L2, R1 and R2, and selected in the same manner for 4 subsequent 

generations (see Fig. 1). The F4 generation was used in this experiment in 2018. Each 

replicate was further divided into two tanks, each containing 18 fish. The tanks were named 

H1.1, H1.2, L1.1 etc, creating 12 tanks, randomly placed on two shelves in a temperature-

controlled room (picture in Appendix C). This was to randomize any tank level effects from 

position in the room, such as proximity to door, airflow or different levels of daily 

disturbance, etc. Water temperature was kept at 28°C ±1°C by controlling room temperature. 

The salinity was monitored by measuring conductivity, and other levels of water quality 
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(nitrite, pollutants, clarity) were controlled by test strips and visual daily controls. Aquaria 

water was changed once a week, or whenever found necessary by the daily controls (unclear 

water). 

 

 

FIGURE 1, SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE FIRST TWO GENERATIONS (F1 AND F2) FOR THE THREE LINES USED IN THE 

EXPERIMENT. PARENT GENERATION (N=1200) WAS SUBMITTED TO CTMAX SELECTION, WHERE THE 33% HIGHEST 

AND LOWEST PERFORMERS WERE USED TO MAKE THE TWO MAIN LINES; HIGH (H) AND LOW (L). 33% RANDOMLY 

CHOSEN FISH FROM THE SELECTION WERE KEPT AS A CONTROL GROUP (R).  GENERATION F4 WAS USED IN THIS 

EXPERIMENT (NOT VISIBLE IN FIGURE). 

 

For identification, each fish was individually tagged (subcutaneous colouring) using visible 

implant elastomer tags (VIE) from Northwest Marine Technology, Inc. Shaw Island, WA, 

USA. Prior to tagging, the fish were anaesthetized using ~110mg/L buffered tricaine methane 

sulfonate (MS-222). These tags were implemented below and slightly behind the dorsal fin on 

both sides, using a syringe and needle. The colours used for the 18 unique combinations were 

red, orange, yellow, blue, green and pink (see Appendix B for details). 
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Body size measurements  

All fish were weighed and measured twice; firstly, when they were tagged (4th and 5th of 

September 2018) and lastly directly after being euthanized (9th, 10th and 12th of October 

2018). Weight was recorded to the nearest 0.001 gram. Length was recorded to the nearest 

0.001 cm, using a digital calliper.  

Specific growth rate (SGR) was then calculated using the following equation: 

SGR = 
log(𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡)−log (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔
  

 

Behavioural assays 

The behavioural assay tanks were designed and first used by PhD candidate Mette Helene 

Finnøen in 2017 (unpublished data), and measure 30x40x7cm (Fig. 2). The water column was 

at 25cm, low enough to ensure that no fish could jump out. The back and sides of the tanks 

were covered in white film to reduce visual disturbance for the fish. Eight tanks were placed 

on two shelves (4x2) and filmed from the side using a Kurokesu C1 IR USB camera (Vilnius, 

Lithuania) to record the video files. 

 

FIGURE 2,  ASSAY TANK WITH MEASUREMENTS. BACK AND SIDE WALLS ARE COVERED WITH WHITE 

FILM, TO PREVENT FISH FROM BEING DISTURBED BY EACH OTHER AND THE SURROUNDINGS, AS 

MUCH AS POSSIBLE. 
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 Each fish was exposed to the behavioural assays two times, once in 26°C and once in 30°C, 

in random stratified order, in order to balance orders between and within each line (Table 3). 

The behavioural assays were conducted with eight fish from the same tank at a time, each in 

individual assay tanks. 

 

TABLE 2, TIMETABLE FOR BEHAVIOURAL ASSAYS. TIME OF DAY REFERS TO THE ORDER OF THE 

ASSAYS. EACH ASSAY CONTAINED EIGHT FISH, RANDOMLY SPLITTING EACH AQUARIA IN TWO 

ASSAYS. 

Time of 

day 

Day 1 

26˚C 

Day 2 

30˚C 

Day 3 

26˚C 

Day 4 

30˚C 

Day 5  

Break 

Day 6 

30˚C 

Day 7 

26˚C 

Day 8 

30˚C  

Day 9 

26˚C 

1 +2 H1.1 L1.2 R2.1 H2.2  R1.1 R1.2 L1.1 L2.2 

3 + 4 R1.1 H1.2 L2.1 R2.2  H1.1 L1.2 H2.1 H2.2 

5 + 6  R1.2 H2.1 L2.2   H1.2 R2.1 R2.2 

7 + 8   L1.1     L2.1  

 

Directly after all the fish had been transferred to the novel tanks, the recording was started. 

After 20 minutes, a novel object (Lego figure with a Lego flag, glued to a metal nut and ring, 

see Fig. 3) was lowered into the lower left corner of each tank, using fishing line from outside 

the room to minimise disturbance during the trials. The total trial time was 40mins, at which 

time the video was stopped. All fish were then removed and identified by their colour tags. 

The temperature of the water of the assay tanks was measured immediately before and after 

each trial. The temperature was within ±0.8˚C of the aimed temperature (26 or 30°C). Assay 

tanks were scrubbed between trials and the water changed. Assay water was kept in 200L 

barrels, added salt and Aqua Safe at a similar level to that of the home aquaria. Prior to the 

assays, the fish were not fed for at least 24 hours to ensure empty stomachs and as even a state 

of hunger as possible for all the fish. 
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FIGURE 3, NOVEL OBJECT FROM THE NOVEL OBJECT TREATMENT OF THE 

BEHAVIOURAL ASSAYS. A LEGO FIGURE WITH A LEGO FLAG GLUED TO A METAL 

NUT AND RING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data collection and statistical analysis 
 

EthoVision  

The data collection was done using Noldus EthoVision XT13, which is tracking software for 

behavioural analysis from video recordings. It is widely used for fish and rodents and other 

animals (noldus.com, 2019). Using EthoVision, each tank was divided into two main zones: 

upper and lower; and two smaller zones: bottom and surface. Surface and bottom covered 

13% each of the total water column. In addition, the space in which the NO occupied for the 

NO treatment was defined (Fig.4).  

 

FIGURE 4, ARENA SETTINGS AS USED IN ETHOVISION. THE ASSAY TANKS ARE DIVIDED IN UPPER 

(B) AND LOWER (C) ZONE, BOTTOM (D), SURFACE (A) AND NOVEL OBJECT (E). THE NOVEL 

OBJECT CAN BE SEEN HANGING ABOVE THE SURFACE IN THE UPPER LEFT CORNER OF EACH ASSAY 

TANK. 
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The same behaviour in the different (NT versus NO) treatments were considered different 

behaviours in the statistical analysis due to the different contexts, creating in total ten 

behaviours that undergo investigation in this thesis. 

The ten behaviours investigated (Table 3), were in both NT and NO treatments: activity 

measures, distance to surface, exploration measures and latency to enter the surface. All 

behaviours can be considered measures along a shy-bold continuum (Carter et al., 2013; 

Réale et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2019). Activity is the measure of number of body lengths 

moved by each individual fish per minute of each treatment. Following introduction into a 

new arena or tank, this behavioural measure is described as “exploration” (Carter et al., 2013). 

However, exploration is perhaps better understood as how much of the tank the fish has 

visited (e.g. Dingemanse et al., 2007). On the bold – shy continuum, the speed of exploration 

seems to be a more useful concept with shy individuals exploring more slowly and more 

extensively, with bold individuals exploring larger areas of the tank superficially as a result of 

heightened activity. Distance to the surface is the measure of the mean distance a fish keeps 

from the distance, in body lengths. A greater distance to surface might be seen as a measure 

of shy behaviour. Latency to enter the surface zone is calculated as the time in seconds before 

each individual fish first enters the surface zone, and again a larger value could be considered 

as shyer. All variables of latency were log transformed to ensure normal distributions of 

residual, and to more usefully allow proportional comparisons on differences in value. 

Distance to the NO is a measure of mean number of body lengths kept from the NO per 

minute per fish A large number indicated shy behaviour. In addition, a habituation measure 

was investigated in the NT treatment, where a small effect size would indicate boldness. The 

initial calculation of the habituation behaviour was conducted by Mette Helene Finnøen (PhD 

candidate), using the ancestral generation of the subject fish (F0 generation). This was done 

using segmented regression, to find the break point at which the slope of activity changes and 

flattens out in a NT treatment. This was found to be at ~6 min for both 26˚C and 30˚C, 

reflecting a rate at which the fish settled into their new surroundings (i.e. similar to other 

measures of ‘exploration’).  
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TABLE 3 OVERVIEW OF THE TEN BEHAVIOURS INVESTIGATED IN THIS PROJECT, WITH DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

Statistical analysis in R 

The statistical analysis was carried out using R 3.5.1 and R studio, and the packages Hmisc 

(Harrell Jr & Harrell Jr, 2019), car (Fox et al., 2012), lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), dplyr, a part of 

tidyverse (Wickham & Grolemund, 2016), ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and Segmented 

(Muggeo, 2008). Correlation matrices for both physiological data and behavioural data were 

produced using a Pearson correlation matrix.  

Linear-mixed models were used to investigate the effect of temperature and order on all ten 

behaviours separately. To account for variation in behaviour among the different aquaria, 

Behaviour Treatment Description 

Activity NO Distance moved total, in the novel tank treatment. 

Controlled for body lengths. 

Activity NT Distance moved, total, in the novel object treatment.   

Controlled for body lengths 

Distance to surface NT Mean distance to surface, in the novel tank treatment.  

Controlled for body lengths 

Distance to surface NO Mean distance to surface, in the novel object treatment 

Controlled for body lengths 

Latency to enter surface NT Latency to enter the surface for the first time, in the novel 

tank treatment 

Latency to enter surface NO Latency to enter the surface for the first time, in the novel 

object treatment 

Distance to NO NO Mean distance to NO.   Controlled for body lengths 

Habituation NT Slope of activity change the first 6 minutes of assay 

Exploration NT How much of the tank that has been visited, in the novel 

tank treatment 

Exploration NO How much of the tank that has been visited, in the novel 

object treatment 
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‘aquaria’ was used as a random factor in all linear-mixed models. Additionally, ‘fish identity’ 

was nested within ‘aquaria’ to account for multiple measures per fish. Model selection was 

performed based on Akaike information criterion (AIC) and significance values (Forstmeier 

& Schielzeth, 2011). Although there was a fixed effect of the ‘order’ of the temperatures, and 

this was therefore retained in final models, there were no significant (p=0.082) temperature-

by-order interactions on any of the ten behaviours and this effect was therefore omitted from 

the final models. These univariate linear-mixed models were used to investigate the fixed 

effects selected line (high, low and random), temperature (26C and 30C) and order (1 or 2) 

on all ten behaviours separately. Temperature may have different effects on the three selected 

lines, and so an interaction between temperature and selected line was included.  

The independent variables SGR and the first weight of the fish negatively covaried, and first 

and last weights positively covaried, but there was no relationship between last weight and 

SGR (Table 5). Therefore, all univariate tests for all ten behaviours included SGR and last 

weight, a model structure that was favoured by delta AIC values >2 compared to models 

including just first weight for all behaviours. Random is the control group, and hence the 

intercept used.  Body lengths were controlled for in the activity, distance to surface and 

distance to the NO measures, by first calculating the mean lengths of each fish ((first weight + 

last weight)/2), and then dividing the behaviour in question with this individual length. These 

behaviours were initially registered in EthoVision in cm. 
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TABLE 4, PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX, SHOWING THE CORRELATIONS OF SGR, FIRST AND LAST 

WEIGHT AND LENGTH. ON THIS BASIS, LENGTH WAS EXCLUDED FROM FURTHER ANALYSES, AS WEIGHT 

WAS CONSIDERED A BETTER MEASURE 

 

 

Ethical statement 

Experiments were conducted in the Jutfelt Fish Ecophysiology Lab at NTNU, where Fredrik 

Jutfelt is PMSK. The experiment was approved by Norwegian Animal Research Authority 

(Permit Number: 8578). Animals were bred and kept at the institution, in approved facilities 

and in standard conditions (Reed & Jennings, 2011). Experiments were planned and executed 

with consideration of the three Rs in every step. The fish did not show signs of problematic 

effect of the behavioural assays, or the other treatments they were exposed to. At the end of 

all experiments, the fish were euthanized by approved methods for the lab (hypothermia). In 

total, only 12 fish died in during the experiments, which is ~5.5% (n=216), and two of these 

were euthanized in the early stages as they had a bent spine. 
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Results 

Temperature and Line show no significance except for when they also show an effect in 

interaction (see Table 5) 

As Table 5 and Figure 5 show, there were significant effects for the fixed effect interaction 

term temperature*line in many of the investigated behaviours, including activity in the NO 

treatment, distance to surface in the NO treatment, distance to NO, latency to enter the surface 

in the NT and NO treatments. The Low selected line was the most affected by temperature 

relative to the Random in four of these behaviours; increase in NO Activity, kept further away 

from the surface in the NO treatment, entered the surface more rapidly in the NT treatment, 

and kept a closer distance to the NO. Latency to enter the surface in the NO treatment  was 

0.98 sec faster in the elevated temperature for the High selected lines than the Random, 

whereas Low shows no effect of temperature for this behaviour. (For the complete summaries 

and anova table of all models, see appendix A) 

The fixed effects of SGR and weight significantly affected 6 behaviours between them, the 

main trend being that bigger fish moved less, kept closer to the surface, explored more and 

moved closer to the NO (see Table 5). Faster growing fish kept a greater distance from the 

surface and moved less. 

The fixed effect order of the assays was included in the models because it had an effect on all 

behaviours except latency to enter surface in the NO treatment, exploration in the NO 

treatment and perhaps unsurprisingly habituation. Interestingly, Habituation was not affected 

by any of the other fixed effects of temperature, line or size/growth (Table 5). As expected, 

during the second trial, fish kept closer to the NO, spent longer time before entering the 

surface, explored less, kept further away from the surface, showed less activity in the NO 

treatment and more activity in the NT treatment. All these results may indicate that the fish 

was more familiar with the set-up the second time around, and that the NT and NO were 

perhaps less “novel” (Table 5).  
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TABLE 5: RESULTS FOR LINEAR MIXED EFFECTS MODELS FOR EACH OF THE TEN INVESTIGATED 

BEHAVIOURS. DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND F VALUES ARE PROVIDED. SIGNIFICANT P VALUES ARE 

MARKED IN BOLD, AND THE EFFECT SIZES FOR THESE ARE PROVIDED. 

 Activity NT   Activity NO   

 DF F value P value DF F value P value 

Line 2, 9.1 0.73 0.507 2, 9.2 0.70 0.520 

Temperature 30 1, 7159.3 335.61 <0.001 1, 7154.2 0.42 0.519 

Order B 1, 7157.5 144.33 <0.001 1, 7152.3 121.12 <0.001 

SGR 1, 902.1 4.54 0.033 1, 908.2 4.01 0.045 

Last weight 1, 340.3 3.42 0.065 1, 330.1 16.22 <0.001 

Line*Temperature 2, 7158.7 0.57 0.568 2, 7153.7 15.43 <0.001 

 Exploration 

NT 

  Exploration 

NO 

  

Line 2, 7.0 0.61 0.571 2, 8.8 3.54 0.074 

Temperature 30 1, 175.3 2.79 0.097 1, 181.1 0.12 0.732 

Order B 1, 176.0 8.06 0.005 1, 181.2 1.01 0.317 

SGR 1, 94.1 0.13 0.724 1, 182.2 0.30 0.585 

Last weight 1, 183.2 5.67 0.018 1, 181.9 0.37 0.545 

Line*Temperature 2, 175.4 0.14 0.870 2, 181.2 0.06 0.944 

 Latency to 

enter 

surface NT  

  Latency to 

enter 

surface NO  

  

Line 2, 9.2 0.68 0.532 2, 9.2 0.01 0.987 

Temperature 30 1, 182.0 5.88 0.016 1, 180.6 7.81 0.006 

Order B 1, 182.0 6.49 0.012 1, 180.6 0.12 0.726 

SGR 1, 135.3 0.04 0.832 1, 195.0 0.47 0.495 

Last weight 1, 186.8 1.56 0.213 1, 180.5 0.23 0.632 

Line*Temperature 2, 182.0 3.69 0.027 2, 180.7 3.78 0.025 
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Distance to 

surface NT 

   

Distance to 

surface NO 

  

Line 2, 12.2 3.06 0.084 2, 12.1 0.85 0.452 

Temperature 30 1, 7170.1 3.04 0.081 1, 7161.6 131.02 <0.001 

Order B 1, 7168.7 31.96 <0.001 1,7159.8 70.50 <0.001 

SGR 1, 473.1 0.31 0.580 1, 767.7 7.14 0.008 

Last weight 1, 250.1 5.17 0.024 1, 288.5 3.23 0.073 

Line*Temperature 2, 7169.9 2.31 0.099 2, 7161.1 13.06 <0.001 

 Habituation   Distance to 

NO 

  

Line 2, 9.12 0.23 0.802 2, 8.7 6.68 0.017 

Temperature 30 1, 181.4 1.01 0.317 1, 7195.3 42.22 <0.001 

Order B 1, 181,4 0.25 0.618 1, 7193.5 110.71 <0.001 

SGR 1, 170.7 1.20 0.274 1, 219.1 1.31 0.253 

Last weight 1, 181.6 0.66 0.419 1, 354.1 27.03 <0.001 

Line*Temperature 2, 181.4 0.82 0.440 2, 7194.7 30.92 <0.001 
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FIGURE 5, BOXPLOTS OF THE TEN BEHAVIOURS SPLIT BY LINE (BLUE=LOW, GREEN=RANDOM, RED=HIGH – SEE TEXT FOR DETAILS) AND TEMPERATURE (25°C=DARK, 30°C=LIGHT). BOLD LINES WITHIN 

EACH BOX REPRESENTS MEDIANS, DOTS REPRESENT MEANS, BOXES INDICATE VARIANCES, AND ERROR BARS THE 95% CIS
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Covariances between the different behaviours 

There were significant correlations between 25 of 45 pairs of behaviours – see Table 6. 

Interpreting the whole correlation matrix is difficult, but the trend seems to be that activity 

was important in these correlations between behaviours. Activity in NO and NT correlated 

with 11 of 15 possible behaviours (including each other). For details, see Table 6. 

 
TABLE 6, PEARSON CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE TEN DIFFERENT BEHAVIOURAL VARIABLES, WITH CORRELATION 

COEFFICIENTS AND P VALUES. SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS ARE MARKED IN BOLD AND CORRELATIONS OF THE SAME 

BEHAVIOUR IN DIFFERENT TREATMENTS ARE IN ITALICS.  

Behaviour 

number 

Hab Act 

NO 

Act 

NT 

Exp 

NO 

Exp 

NT 

Lat 

NO 

Lat 

NT 

Dist 

to 

NO 

Dist 

surf 

NO 

Act NO r= 0.05 

p= 0.49 

        

Act NT r= 0.03 

p= 0.72 

r= 0.55 

p <0.001 

       

Exp NO r = -0.13 

p= 0.08 

r= 0.49 

p <0.001 

r= 0.33 

p= 0.02 

      

Exp NT r= -0.17 

p= 0.02 

r= 0.13 

p= 0.09 

r= 0.76 

p= 0.22 

r= 0.3 

p <0.001 

     

Lat NO r= -0.13 

p= 0.09 

r= -0.39 

p <0.001 

r= -0.26 

p <0.001 

r= -0.15 

p= 0.04 

r= -0.06 

p= 0.43 

    

Lat NT r= 0.2 

p= 0.01 

r= -0.2 

p= 0.01 

r= -0.18 

p= 0.02 

r= -0.17 

p= 0.02 

r= -0.09 

p= 0.23 

r= 0.29 

p <0.001 

   

Dist to NO r= 0.05 

p= 0.52 

r= -0.05 

p= 0.52 

r= -0.07 

p= 0.36 

r= -0.25 

p <0.001 

r= 0.02 

p= 0.76 

r= -0.04 

p= 0.62 

r= 0.01 

p= 0.88 

  

Dist surf NO r= -0.05 

p= 0.49 

r= -0.44 

p <0.001 

r= -0.23 

p= 0.002 

r= -0.09 

p= 0.21 

r= -0.07 

p= 0.35 

r= 0.39 

p <0.001 

r= 0.29 

p <0.001 

r= -0.42 

p <0.001 

 

Dist surf NT r= -0.14 

p= 0.06 

r= -0.31 

p <0.001 

r= 0.19 

p= 0.01 

r= -0.07 

p= 0.34 

r= 0.53 

p <0.001 

r= 0.19 

p= 0.01 

r= 0.26 

p <0.001 

r= -0.08 

p= 0.26 

r= 0.46 

p <0.001 
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Discussion 

The aim of this study was to test if a behavioural syndrome occurs and whether behaviours or 

changes in behaviour with temperature differed between lines of zebrafish selected for High, 

Random or Low CTmax performance. Physical attributes such as weight and growth rates (by 

length) were also investigated. Two possible hypotheses were presented to possibly explain 

any differences in behaviour. Firstly, that any syndrome is part of the aggression-boldness 

syndrome (Garamszegi et al., 2012) and possibly reflecting a wider pace-of-life syndrome 

(see Wright et al., 2019) and secondly that selection for high CTmax was in fact selection on 

high quality individuals meaning that low CTmax individual would exhibit a lack of genetic 

and/or phenotypic ‘quality’ in various aspects of their behaviour.  

For hypothesis 1, the most important prediction is the differences in the mean behaviours 

between the lines i.e. if L line is consistently shy and H is consistently bold. However, no 

such differences were found. Neither was there any particular evidence for POLS in the 

physiological measures, even if SGR and body weight affected six of the ten behaviours 

between them. The POLS theory suggests that there could be a link between physiological 

traits, life history traits and behavioural traits (see Réale et al., 2010).  Bigger and more 

rapidly growing fish should be bolder, in the sense that they should be more active, keep 

closer to the surface and NO, and have a shorter latency to enter the surface, which were only 

true for three behaviours (for details, see appendix A, summaries with effect sizes), 

suggesting that the direction of these results are arbitrary. The Line by Temperature 

interaction showed that behaviour in the Low selected line was often more affected by 

temperature differences than the Random lines. From a POLS theory point of view, the Low 

line could be able to cope with these different temperatures by having a larger behavioural 

plasticity, and hence this is the strongest argument that there is evidence supporting POLS 

theory. For hypothesis 2, there may be stronger evidence in the results presented here, and 

differences are visible between lines – especially in effect of elevated temperature. Even 

though this plasticity to cope with temperature change may be a valuable trait, it may also be 

a consequence of less physiological or biochemical plasticity. This would mean that the L line 

is less able to cope with ambient temperature change, and the behavioural plasticity is a mere 

symptom of this. This could indicate that selection on lower CTmax included selection for 

poorer quality individuals overall, whereas selection on high CTmax tolerance was selection 

on higher quality individuals (with some sort of upper CTmax limit for tolerance – see Fig. 

B1 in Appendix B). The notion being that everything in the body must be functioning well for 
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an individual to tolerate high temperatures, whereas many things can go wrong to produce an 

individual unable to cope with high temperatures. This idea is also supported by the CTmax 

versus CTmin (critical thermal minimum) performances of these same fish from the masters 

project by Hildrum (2019), which show that individuals with a low CTmax also showed a 

higher CTmin, and that the individuals with a high CTmax also had a lower CTmin, from the 

L and H lines, respectively.  

A within-individual analysis of the results from Hildrum’s (2019) and the results from this 

experiment would be interesting to look at as a future research project, to obtain more 

possible evidence for either hypotheses. Also, structural equation modelling (SEM) could be 

used to further investigate the behaviours, body measures and their correlations tested in this 

experiment.   

 

Concluding remarks 

Together, the results presented here perhaps indicate stronger support for hypothesis 2; 

selection on individuals with a high CTmax seems to have constituted selection for high-

quality zebrafish in general. They were more able to produce consistent and less altered 

behaviours following temperature changes (26˚C to 30˚C), that is hard to place on the shy -  

bold continuum of POLS behavioural traits (Carter et al., (2013); Réale et al., (2010); Wright 

et al. (2019)). 

This study shows that selection on CTmax also affects behavioural traits and the scope for 

coping with different temperatures. Selection on high CTmax does not appear to produce a 

particularly bold vs shy behavioural syndrome, supporting POLS theory. However, useful 

first evidence was found for selection on thermal tolerance also means selection on covarying 

behaviours and behavioural plastic responses to different temperatures.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A, summaries and anovas of linear models for behaviours 
 

Activity summary and anova table 

 Novel tank treatment 

modNT1 <- lmer(TotalDistanceBL ~ Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNT, REML = T) 
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Activity summary and anova table  

Novel object treatment 

modNO1 <- lmer(TotalDistanceBL ~  Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNO, REML = T) 
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Distance to surface summary and anova table 

 Novel tank treatment  

modNT <- lmer(DistToSurfaceBL ~ Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNT, REML = F) 
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Distance to surface summary and anova table 

Novel object treatment 

modNO <- lmer(DistToSurfaceBL ~ Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNO, REML = F) 
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Exploration summary and anova table 

Novel tank treatment 

modNT1 <- lmer(exploration_sum ~ Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNT, REML = T) 

### model without singular fit and convergence problems. 
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Exploration summary and anova table 

Novel object treatment 

modNO1 <- lmer(exploration_sum ~  Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNO, REML = T) 

### model without singular fit and convergence problems. 
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Distance to novel object summary and anova table 

modNO <- lmer(Dist_to_NO_MeanBL ~  Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + 

(1|Tank/Fish_ID),  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNO, REML = T) 
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Habituation summary and anova table 
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Latency summary and anova table 

Novel tank treatment 

modNT1 <- lmer(LogSurfaceLat ~ Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID), 

na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNT, REML = T)
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Latency summary and anova table 

Novel object treatment 

modNO1 <- lmer(LogSurfaceLat ~  Line*Temp + Order + SGRmc + Weight_lastMC + (1|Tank/Fish_ID),  

                  na.action=na.omit, data = datNewNO, REML = T) 
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Appendix B, Various visual representations 

 
 

TABLE B1 SCHEMATIC OVERVIEW OF THE COLOURATION OF THE TAGGING. LEFT AND RIGHT INDICATES SIDES OF THE 

FISH. FISH 17 & 18 WERE EXTRA. 

Fish nr Left Right Fish nr Left Right 

1   10   

2   11   

3   12   

4   13   

5   14   

6   15   

7   16   

8   17   

9   18   
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FIGURE B1: HISTOGRAM OF THE CTMAX RESULTS FOR THE 4TH GENERATION ZEBRAFISH IN THE JUTFELT 

ECOPHYSIOLOGY LAB, BY RACHAEL MORGAN.  THE HISTOGRAM SHOWS A WIDER RANGE OF CTMAX FOR THE LOW 

LINE (BLUE) THAN THE HIGH LINE (YELLOW). RANDOM LINE ALSO HAS A WIDE S 
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Appendix C, Picture from the stalling. 

 
  

 

Figure C1: stalling arrangement for the zebrafish used in this experiment. each tank is labelled by 

line, replicate and tank number. The tanks were placed randomly 
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